Caravan Club CL reviews

These are the thoughts of a few Caravan Club members about our CL:

This site is all that the description promises. We have been coming to this site for quite a
while now and it meets all our needs for a quiet, peaceful holiday, well away from the rush of
main roads. It is ideal for children as the large field allows games and running about without
interfering with the enjoyment of others. As the site is well away from roads it is also safe
for children. Mr and Mrs James are always very helpful and friendly and are good at letting
their guests get on with their holidays. (Helpful even to the extent of lending a hacksaw and
vice to shorten some awkward poles on a new awning!) The site is well placed for access to all
of Pembrokeshire to the North for St David’s and Fishguard and to the South for
Haverfordwest and down to Pembroke and Tenby. The wonderful coast has so many great
beaches. Our favourites are Broad Haven and Newgale. This year we had a great escorted
canoe trip on the river Teifi near Cardigan. We have yet to find any limit to the activities for
us in this part of the world. All in all an ideal CL that we hope to be able to visit for a long
time to come.

If you like your site with no road noise, down a quiet country lane but has hard standing and
EHU this is a must. The site is mainly grass but does have room for 2 units on H/S. There
are views across fields and woods and apart from birdsong the only noise is from an
occasional train in the distance. It has a dog walk through the woods, and a basic toilet too.
There is also a cabin for hire, for those that don't want to tow but visit the region. The
nearest pub is about a couple of miles away, where one turns off the main A40. The site is
central to all the coastal bays of West Pembroke, and not far either from the Preselli
Mountains. Haverfordwest in one direction and Fishguard in the other are both about 10mls
from the site, for your nearest supermarkets.

What an absolutely gorgeous site! Loads of room, great countryside views from the top part
of the site, the only noise is birdsong, sheep and cattle! The owners, Richard and Elizabeth,
are very friendly and helpful. A three bed, two bath, self-catering cabin on site is excellent
for non-caravanning friends/relatives. Less than 10 miles away is Haverfordwest, with
supermarkets, shops and fast food outlets. I have to rate this CL as the best I have ever
stayed at, having spent two weeks here in 2013 and three weeks this year. The Wolfe Inn
and Wolfscastle Country Hotel, both two and a half miles away, are excellent venues for
food, as is the Harp Inn at Letterston and the Duke of Edinburgh at Newgale, all of which I
have reviewed on Trip Advisor.

We found a real gem here, so peaceful and quiet. We stayed for a week and had it all to
ourselves - lovely for us, but why is this site not visited more? All you could want: huge field,
beautiful views, EHU, lovely owners, yet not far from a very good inn and stunning coastline.
After heavy rain the ground was soft, but we were towed off by the farmer without even
having to ask. Will definitely go back!

If you are looking for that special place to wind down and relax then this is the place. Peace
and quiet is what this place is all about, yet easy reach through pretty lanes to some of the
most friendly family beaches i have seen. (Buy an OS map to navigate the short cuts). Site
has lovely walks around the farm and through the wood, ideal for dog owners and nature
lovers alike, Red kites were seen on a regular basis. Shops not too far away and big
supermarkets within 6 miles. Site is sloping but manageable, owners lovely and helpful, our
only criticism would be the loo, although if you use your own like us its no problem.

Just returned from a week in the lodge. Although staying in the lodge I am a caravanner for
many years and able to judge on sites and CL's. This site is the ultimate in peace and
tranquility, yet convenient for many of the attractions and activities in the area. As for
access to the site, and for those people who like to Google street view to preview their
route, do not be put off. Yes the road is single carriageway, but there are many passing
places, lots conveniently on the bends, and the forward visibility/observation of traffic is
good. The farm access track is no problem if you take time and care. I would definitely
return to the lodge, and caravan site.

We have been visiting this CL for the last 6 years and we will hopefully continue to visit for
many more years to come. The 3 acre field is more than big enough for 5 caravans, the hook
ups points are spaced far enough apart to allow each unit plenty of room, Richard and
Elizabeth are always there if you need anything but they don't impose themselves on you
unlike some other CL site we've met over the years. Access to the site is along a farm lane, it
is a little rough but take your time and this is not a problem. The only noise you hear is the
sounds of a working farm and during darkness it is lovely to listen to Tawny Owls calling to
each other. This area of Pembrokeshire is so beautiful and one of our favourite places to
visit is the little port of Porthgain, just to sit there and watch the world go by is so relaxing.
We would highly recommend this site for a chilled out and relaxing holiday. Thank you
Richard Elizabeth and Elinor for allowing us to share your lovely CL. See you next year

What an absolutely gorgeous site! Loads of room, great countryside views, the only noise is
birdsong, sheep and cattle! The owners, Richard and Elizabeth, are very friendly and helpful.
A three bed, two bath, self-catering cabin on site is excellent for non-caravanning
friends/relatives. Two and a half miles away in Wolfscastle, there is a country pub and a

hotel, both of which serve excellent meals at both lunch time and evenings, and at least
another six pubs/restaurants/cafes within 5 miles. Less than 10 miles away is
Haverfordwest, with supermarkets, shops and fast food outlets. I have to rate this CL as
the best I have ever stayed at and can see myself visiting again, but want to stay longer than
two weeks next time! We arrived on 29th June and left on 13th July, for most of that time
we had the site to ourselves, which was excellent for us, but not so good for the owners. The
Wolfe Inn and Wolf's Castle Country Hotel are both excellent venues for food, as is the
Harp Inn at Letterston.

We have stayed on this site every year for the past 28 years, which is unusual as we like to
explore all of Britain. It is in a beautiful location, central to explore all of Pembrokeshire and
its beautiful coast, is peaceful and ideal to get away from it all. The site is slightly sloping,
but only enough to perhaps require a levelling block under one wheel, depending where you
site in the field. There is a choice of six hook-ups and the large field provides plenty of
space. The James’ family are friendly and helpful and when our children were younger (they
have now flown the nest, but do still like to visit) they were always welcome to see how the
farm worked and enjoyed spending time with the animals. The lane to the site isn’t
tarmacked or concreted, but it is perfectly ok for use by cars whether towing the caravan or
not. There are walks around the farm, through woodland, across fields and down to the
stream and river. We would highly recommend a stay on this CL.

